A microchip. It could be the difference between lost and found.

Microchipping offers pet owners the security and peace of mind that comes from the only permanent pet identification technology and a safe and secure way to reunite you and your pet through our Lost Pet Recovery Service.

What is a microchip?

- It's a rice sized, radio-frequency identification device (RFID)
- It's not a GPS tracking device
- Each chip has a unique ID number
- Pet and owner information is registered to the unique ID number
- Improves your pet's chances of getting home fast and safe if they go missing

Why 24PetWatch®?

- 24PetWatch microchips and ID tags recognized across North America
- Around-the-clock Lost Pet Recovery Services
- Industry leading database accuracy – the key to lost pet recovery
- Partnered with over 1,500 animal welfare organizations across North America

24PetWatch®, a Pethealth brand, offers the most comprehensive lost pet recovery services available. The last thing you expect to happen is having your pet go missing, but it happens more often than you think. We have a tool that can help.

Call us at 1-866-597-2424 or visit www.24PetWatch.com

*24PetWatch, 24PetWatch & Design, and related words and logos are registered trademarks and the property of Pethealth Services Inc. and Pethealth Services (USA) Inc.

*AAHA provides an internet-based application which enables veterinarians, humane organizations, pet owners or other persons to search various Pet Recovery Service registries and identify those registries on which a particular microchip is registered. AAHA is not affiliated or involved with any specific microchip registry and has no relationship, financial or otherwise, with this Participating Pet Recovery Service Registry (“Registry”). This Registry has given AAHA permission to search the Registry’s database in order to assist pet owners in being reunited with their pets. AAHA does not maintain a database of microchips of its own. It only links to registries such as this one. The AAHA Universal Pet Microchip Lookup Tool only searches the databases of companies that elect to participate in the program.